Abstract-We consider the problem of finding high-dimensional approximate nearest neighbors. We introduce an old style probabilistic formulation instead of the more general locality sensitive hashing (LSH) formulation, and show that at least for sparse problems it recognizes much more efficient algorithms than the sparseness destroying LSH random projections. Efficient algorithms for homogeneous (all coordinates have the same probability distribution) problems are well known, the most famous reference being the work by Broder in 1998. The main theme of this paper is to find its "best" generalization to heterogeneous (different coordinate probabilities) problems. We find a practical algorithm which is asymptotically best in a wide natural class of algorithms. Readers interested in the more complicated very best (at least up to date) can look up our previous work in 2010. The analysis of our algorithms reveals that its complexity is governed by an information like function, which we call "small leaves bucketing forest information." Any doubts whether it is "information" are dispelled by the aforementioned work.
I. INTRODUCTION
T HIS paper is motivated by the following practical problem. We have a large (billions) corpora of documents, some in English and some in French (for example). Some (say 1%) of the French documents are translations of some of the English documents (or vice versa). How can these parallel pairs be found? A natural approach is to use an English-French dictionary of words (or phrases). Let the dictionary contain parallel word pairs: English word is paired with the French word for . Hence, each text generates a binary vector of bits, where the th coordinate indicates whether (or ) appears in the text
The dictionary is much larger than most texts, so most of the bits will be 0 (sparsity). We are not counting the number of word appearances, nor their locations. Of course not all parallel word pairs are created equal: some are reliable translations of each other, while other are not. Some words are rare, while others are common. These important differences are expressed by the probability matrix of the th words pair
where is the probability that for a random translation text pair, neither the English text contains word nor the French text contains word . Similarly, is the probability that the English text does not contain but the French text contains , etc. These probabilities are estimated from a large number (millions) of pairs. We make the theoretical simplification of considering the word pairs independent: the probability of having the paired English-French vectors , is (4) The probability of having random English-French vectors , is (5) where means "don't care," so , are the marginal probabilities (6)
Of course these assumptions do not hold in practice, but they provide a relevant fully defined mathematical problem: assuming English and French vectors are generated according to (4) , (5) , find the parallel pairs.
The bichromatic (English-French) setting is not essential, and all our results are valid for the monochromatic case, where of course . However, it seems that bichromatism adds clarity. This is reminiscent of "fast" matrix multiplication: even if one cares only for square matrices, rectangular matrix multiplication is relevant.
Information theory limits what can be achieved without a bound on the number of operations. Consider for simplicity the case where there is a single nonrandom vector pair. Then, we cannot pin down that pair into less than possibilities where (8) 0018-9448/$31.00 © 2012 IEEE and the mutual information in coordinate is (9) When , there is hope. But can one do better than comparing all pairs? As far as we are aware, this is the first attempt to adopt the information theory probabilistic setting to a vector pairs finding problem. However, it is similar to the very well known problem of finding approximate nearest neighbors. The simplest connection is for (10) In that case (11)
where is a constant and is an metric
The parallel pairs are exactly the close pairs. There is a very extensive theoretical literature dealing with finding them. In low dimensions ( fixed, , ), it can be done in elementary operations or even faster, depending on details (see, for example, [10] ). However in our case, the dimension is at least of order . The large-dimensional problem is addressed by the locality sensitive hashing (LSH) theory of Indyk and Motwani [8] . Their starting abstraction is to drop any data details besides the metric distances and space type (here ). It makes sense as far as evaluating pairing suggestions is concerned. However, there is no reason to assume that a good parallel-pair-finding algorithm will use only metric information. In fact, we will see in Section VII that both the LSH bounds and the random projection algorithms are not suited to sparse problems.
Why do we use a probabilistic setting? The homogeneous problem for is similar to deterministically require that each parallel vector pair has common 0s, English 0s versus French 1s, etc., and each nonparallel vector pair has common 0s, etc. However, the heterogeneous ( dependent) probabilistic problem has no nice deterministic counterpart. That is a reason why the standard information theory setup is probabilistic. We accept that standard for the approximate nearest neighbor problem too.
There exist numerous practical algorithms for finding approximate nearest neighbors, early examples are [3] , [6] , and [7] . Broder arranges the coordinates in a uniformly random order, and computes for each vector a signature, consisting of the location of its first nonzero coordinate. Let us call the set of all vectors with some fixed signature a bucket. English-French pairs falling into the same bucket are examined for parallelism. The probability that a parallel pair falls into the same bucket is much larger than for a nonparallel pair. It is still small, so one makes bucketing tries, each using a separate random permutation.
II. MAIN RESULTS

Definition 2.1:
For this paper, the standard data model is the following. Let the sets , of cardinalities , . vector pairs are divided into three classes: parallel, random, and monochromatic. For a parallel pair, the probability that both their th coordinates equal is with independence between coordinates. Denote the probability of disagreement by (14) We assume that each vector can be a member of at most one parallel pair. For a random pair, the probability that both their th coordinates equal is with independence between coordinates. Monochromatic pairs are allowed only when , for the technical purpose of duplicating a monochromatic set of points . The probability that both their th coordinates equal is with independence between coordinates.
Whether the number of parallel pairs is one or many makes no difference for this paper.
Bucketing trees and forests play a central role in this paper. A bucketing tree is a tree endowed with edge labels which enable it to compute a signature string for any vector in .
Definition 2.2:
A bucketing tree is a structure which computes a signature string for any vector . Recursively, the signature is either: 1) empty (we are at a tree leaf, which is called a bucket); 2) the value of some coordinate , followed by the signature generated by some bucketing tree (the node has edges, one for each coordinate value, and each edge is followed by a subtree); 3) a random integer in some range, followed by the signature of generated by some bucketing tree (the node has an arbitrary number of edges, not related to any coordinate value). The bucketing tree's work is (15) where the random collision probability is the probability that two random vectors generate the same signature (in other words, the probability that a random vectors pair falls into the same bucket). This is the number of full vector comparisons we will have to make, most of them "unnecessary." The bucketing tree's success probability is the probability that a parallel vectors pair falls into the same bucket.
A bucketing forest is the union of bucketing trees. Its collision number is the sum of the trees' collision probabilities. Its work is the sum of the tree's works. Its success probability is the probability that a parallel vectors pair falls into the same bucket for at least one tree.
In the work definition, is the number of signature computations, is the number of signature computations, and is the expected number of random putative parallel pairs. For example, the bucketing tree has (16) (17)
The success probability of a bucketing forest is complicated because every tree's failure decreases the success probability of later trees. Nevertheless, we will give the proof of Theorems 2.1 and 2.2 in Appendix A. satisfying the above relation, there exits a bucketing forest with work and success . It is a nice result, but bucketing trees rely too heavily on the probability estimates being correct. A less risky approach is the following.
Definition 2.3:
The maximal leaf probability of a bucketing forest is the maximum over the leaves of the probability that a random vector falls into it. A small leaves bucketing tree is a bucketing tree whose maximal leaf probability is at most (19) A small leaves bucketing forest is a bucketing forest composed of small leaves bucketing trees.
The small leaves condition ensures that the work equals
and it is easy to enforce that the number of vectors in a bucket is of order . A slight modification of the proof of Theorem 2.1 gives the following theorem.
Theorem 2.2:
For any small leaves bucketing forest, we have (21) shown at the bottom of the page, where is some function jointly convex in , , defined in (124) . Moreover, the bound is asymptotically tight, as in Theorem 2.1.
Of course, . What is the meaning of formula (21) ? Denote the critical (optimizing) parameters by , . Intuitively, we have the following.
1) If we double , the work needed to achieve the same success probability as before is approximately multiplied by . 2) If we are willing to settle for half the success probability, we can decrease the work by approximately factor . 3) If we delete coordinate , the work needed to achieve the same success probability as before is on average multiplied by approximately . In particular, means that under current conditions, coordinate is useless. The striking similarity between (21) and the information bound (8) motivates us to call the small leaves bucketing forest information function. A devil's advocate might argue that we are making much out of a coincidence. The true probabilistic nearest neighbor information should be defined by allowing general algorithms, not just bucketing forests and counting the necessary number of operations till most parallel pairs are listed. General algorithms are beyond our power, but in [5] , we consider a very large class of fixed bucketing algorithms, so large that no asymptotically better general algorithms are known, maybe do not exist. We prove a similar formula for its performance, involving the mutual information generalization bucketing information which even looks like mutual information.
The proofs of Theorem 2.2 is constructive, but it is a cumbersome construction. For large success probability (for instance, ), we will prove that the following algorithm is asymptotically optimal in the small leaves bucketing forest class.
Definition 2.4:
The random bucketing forest algorithm generates a small leaves bucketing tree as follows. Let trees has success probability of at least (25) In the sparse case , , we want only small . Then, the bound (26) simplifies into (27) It is close to equality, and we need not solve an implicit equation.
A nice variant of Definition 2.4 is the following.
Definition 2.5:
The random bucketing permutations algorithm is similar to the random bucketing forest algorithm up to the random exponents generation stage. Then, we lexicographically sort all the points, with lower exponent coordinates given precedence over larger exponent coordinates, and the coordinate values arbitrarily arranged, even without consistency. Ties are randomly broken. Each point is putatively paired with the preceding and following 10 points. (The number 10 is chosen for illustration, and can be replaced by other values).
The bucketing permutations algorithm has two nice properties.
1) For sparse data, we can consider only nonzero value coordinates. 2) During each try at most 20 pairs are compared, even when our probabilities are wrong. Notice that when the random bucketing forest algorithm succeeds, the corresponding random bucketing permutations algorithm succeeds with probability at least 0.9 (because the probability that the bucket size is at least ten times its expected size is at most 1/10).
There must be a better reason for such a relatively nice optimal algorithm than our proofs.
III. HOMOGENEOUS MARGINALLY BERNOULLI(1/2) EXAMPLE
The homogeneous marginally Bernoulli(1/2) example is easy to analyze. The analysis is nongeneralizable, but the issues remain. Let (28) for some . Without restricting generality, let . We randomly choose out of the coordinates, and let their values define the buckets. This is a random algorithm solving a random problem, so we have two levels of randomness. Usually, when we will compute probabilities or expectations, it will be with respect to these two sources together. The expected number of vector pairs falling into the same buckets is , while the probability that a parallel pair falls into the same bucket (success) is . (These statements are true assuming only model randomness.) If the dimension is large enough so that each try uses different coordinates, the success probability of tries is . Hence, taking results in a success probability of about 1/2. The expected number of vector comparisons is of order
When coordinates are shared between tries, things are more complicated. Let us consider one parallel pair. The probability that they agree on bits is , in particular with probability nearly 1/2. The probability of success in a single try conditioned on is . Hence, we get a decent success probability of about by taking
The total number of signatures is , and the total expected number of comparisons is (31) Hence, increasing above is counterproductive, and the best choice is (32) Another observation is that suffices to make the effects of tries' interdependence asymptotically negligible. ; hence, the relatively bad coordinates are thrown out and we need about tries. If we chose 30 out of the 1000 coordinates uniformly, few would have had 0.9 probability, and we would have needed about 20 000 tries. In general, the probability that coordinate 1 will have larger random exponent than coordinate 2 when is
IV. MARGINALLY BERNOULLI(1/2) EXAMPLE
Hence, the probability that a 0.7 coordinate precedes a 0.9 coordinate is 0.17. However, the chance that a 0.7 coordinate will be ranked among the first 30 is very small.
V. INTUITION FOR THE MARGINALLY BERNOULLI(1/2) EXAMPLE
In this section, we will present an intuitive argument for the previous section's formulas, without any rigor. Let us order the coordinates in decreasing order of importance (40) Moreover, let us bunch coordinates together into groups of coordinates, where , and the members of group all have the same probability (41)
Out of the coordinates in group , a parallel pair will agree in approximately "good" coordinates. Let us make things simple by pretending that this is the exact value (never mind that it is not an integer). We want to choose coordinates and compare pairs which agree on them. The greedy approach is to choose as many as possible from group 1. If there was only a single tree, this would be best. But for the long haul conditional greed is better. Let us pick the first coordinate randomly from group 1. If it is bad, the whole try is lost. If it is good, group 1 is reduced to size , out of which are good. Hence, the probability that a remaining coordinate is good is reduced to . After taking coordinates out of group 1, its probability decreases to . Hence, after taking coordinates, group 1 merges with group 2. We will randomly chose coordinates from this merged group till its probability drops to . At that point, the probability of a second group coordinate to be chosen is , while the probability of a first group coordinate being picked either before or after the union is (42) This goes on till at some , we have coordinates. Then, the probability that coordinate is chosen is
The cutoff probability is determined by (44) The previous equation can be iteratively solved. However, it is better to look from a different angle. For each try, we will have to generate independent uniform random real numbers
one random number per coordinate. Then, we take coordinate iff
Let us reverse direction. Generate first, and then compute for which 's coordinate is taken
We call the random exponent of coordinate (random because it is dependent). Remember that so means that for that value of , coordinate cannot be used. Now which value of will get us coordinates? There is no need to solve equations. Sort the 's in nondecreasing order, and pick out the first . Hence, where the cutoff exponent is the value of the th ordered random exponent.
VI. UNLIMITED HOMOGENEOUS DATA EXAMPLE
Suppose we have an unlimited amount of data of the same type (48) What is the success probability of a small leaves bucketing tree? Our initial estimate was the following. The probability that a parallel pair will agree in a single coordinate is . The amount of information in a single English coordinate is , so we will need about coordinates, and the success probability is estimated by This estimate turns out to be disastrously wrong. Consider the bad matrix (bad because parallel vectors have no advantage over random vectors). When is small our heuristic suggests exponent , while clearly it should be 1. The interested reader might pause to figure out what went wrong, and how this argument can be salvaged.
There is an almost exact simple answer with a surprising flavor. 
The familiar
has . The resulting bound (57) is more pessimistic than the real performance of random coordinate selection from (29) . Let us now consider a typical sparse bits matrix: for a small (58)
In the previous section, we saw that small leaves bucketing forest requires comparisons, where . Bounding gives with
In particular, the exponent tends to 1 as tends to 0. The LSH ratio is , resulting in
As far as the LSH theory is concerned, the sparse and the dense generate equally difficult nearest neighbor problems with . If one accepts that, dimensional reduction by random projection can look good.
Datar et al. [4] recommend a specific random projections approach that "works well on data that are extremely high dimensional but sparse." Their optimal choice results in a binary hash function , where is any vector and are independent Cauchy random variables (density ). Both values have probability , so one has to concatenate binary hash functions in order to determine a bucket. Now consider two parallel vectors. They will have approximately 's in common, and each will have approximately 's where the other has zeroes. The sum of independent Cauchy random variables has the same distribution as times a single Cauchy random variable, so the probability that the two parallel vectors get the same hash bit is approximately (61) This value is computed as follows. Let . When (probability ) , so (conditionally) . When (probability ) iff , so
. Similarly for . When (probability ) iff , . Altogether
. Hence, the amount of actual work is even worse than (60) (62) Random projections allow efficient approximate computation of distances between vectors. But they make finding parallel vector pairs harder than before the data were scrambled. We encourage the interested reader to look at his favorite dimensional reduction scheme, and see that the factor is really lost.
VIII. SMALL LEAVES BUCKETING FOREST BOUND
In this section, we will prove a lower bound on the performance of small leaves bucketing forest algorithms. The proof is elegant, tricky, and hard to generalize. 
Theorem 8.1:
Let us extend our small leaves bucketing tree model by decoupling the random vector pairs behavior from the parallel vector pairs behavior. Random vector pairs th coordinate still has values , with probability . However, a parallel vector pair th coordinate has values , with probability , potentially different from . We claim that the success probability of a small leaves bucketing tree whose all leaves have probabilities at most is at most (67) for any . Proof: The definitions allow taking the same coordinate multiple times in the tree's construction, but clearly after a coordinate is used, its second appearance does no splitting and can be ignored. We use induction. The base case is trivial: condition implies (this is where is used). Without losing generality, the tree starts with coordinate 1 (68) or for a random split into possibilities (this is where is used) (69)
The maximization with 1 is necessary because coordinates can be ignored.
Theorem 8.2:
Suppose a small leaves bucketing forest has leaves probability at most , contains trees and its success probability is . Then, for any Proof: The previous theorem provides a good bound for the success probability of a single tree, but it is not tight for a forest because of dependence: the failure of each tree increases the failure probability of other trees. Now comes an interesting argument. The success probability of a bucketing forest (or even more general bucketing schemes) can be written as follows.
Consider a parallel pair. Let denote both having value in coordinate (probability ), and denote disagreement in coordinate (probability ). Let denote the probability that is accepted by the forest (it is 0 or 1 when there is no random branching). Clearly,
What happens when we replace by for all , in the success formula? Notice that this proof gives no indication that the bound is tight, nor guidance toward constructing an actual bucketing forest, (except for telling which coordinates to throw away).
IX. CONCLUSION
To sum up, we present three things. 1) A practical approximate nearest neighbor algorithm from Definition 2.5. 2) An information style performance estimate from Theorem 2.2. 3) A warning against dimensional reduction of sparse data in Section VII.
APPENDIX A PROOF OF THEOREMS 2.1 AND 2.2
The proof we are about to give is elaborate but constructive. It systematically computes the bucketing forest information function. Bucketing trees are recursively defined, but we failed to inductively bound their performance. Instead, we use tensor products.
Definition A.1: Suppose we have a bucketing forest defined over having trees, maximal leaf probability , collision number , and success probability . Suppose another forest defined over has trees, etc. Their tensor product is the forest containing trees, one for each pair. They are generated by taking a tree from the first forest and grafting the same tree from the second forest on each leaf. In particular, the tensor product will have trees, maximal leaf probability , collision number , and success probability .
Theorem A.1: For any bucketing forest with trees, collision number , and success probability , there exist numbers , , , and for , such that and
where and are given by (87)-(90), respectively, shown at the bottom of the next page. On the other hand, for any parameters satisfying the above conditions and , there exists a constant such that for any , there exits a bucketing forest defined on coordinates, with the original probabilities each repeated times, such that the forest has at most trees, at most collision number and at least success probability. Proof: The inverse direction of constructing a bucketing forest according to parameters is easy. We need only do it for and then take a tensor product. Let , , for and , . We construct a uniform forest of random (91) trees, each involving randomly chosen coordinates out of the available. The signature is the ordered values of these coordinates, followed by a random number in range 1 to . However, only leaves such that value occurs exactly times on the path leading from the root to them are kept. Hence, each tree contains leaves, where (using Stirling's approximation)
The collision number is (93) We have now arrived at the heart of this argument. All components of the tensor product have identical probabilities, so we can average over where is the number of components where the parallel pair has values , , leaving out components where the values disagree. Conditioning on these values, the success probabilities of different trees are independent! Hence, the forest success probability (averaged over the random choices of trees) is given by (94) 
This concludes the inverse direction. It is time for the direct direction. Suppose we are given a bucketing forest depending upon coordinates and extra random branching vertices (at which a random signature is computed). Let us raise the forest to tensor power . We will use the term subforest of the tensor forest to mean a forest whose every tree is a subtree, starting from the origin and ending in some leaves of a unique tree in the tensor forest. A subforest of the tensor forest will be called uniform iff the following two properties hold. First, each leaf involves exactly branches out of the copies of coordinate having value (this defines ). Second, each leaf involves random branches out of the copies of random branch (this defines ). Denote . The tensor power forest is split into at most uniform subforests (each leaf goes into one uniform subforest). We take the subforest with the largest success probability and denote . We will let , and there will be a subsequence of 's whose 's converge. The uniform subforest with the largest success probability has success probability , trees, and collision number . Clearly
Notice that .
(87)
The random branchings will simply reduce the success probability and the collision number by the same factor , so let us count reduced leaves i.e., leaves without them. How many reduced leaves can a single uniform tree have? Not more than form formula (92)
The total number of reduced leaves satisfies
Denoting (101) we have proven most of (84)
Each reduced leaf has collision number so we get (85)
For a random -dimensional parallel pair, let (for , ) denote the number of times coordinate type attains value for both vectors, and is the number of mistakes. The 's can have at most values. The success probability of our reduced uniform forest is a sum of terms over all possible values. Let contribute the largest term. Again there is a subsequence of 's for which the 's converge. Summing up over all probabilities, we get the crude bound 
Summing up over all values their probability multiplied by the leaf numbers and the conditional leaf probability leads to bound
which is the desired (86) .
We are still missing the limitations on . Negative can be replaced with because of (106 We will now prove Theorem B.1.
Proof: Let be a parameter to be optimized. Let be the random Bernoulli vector (137) where is the th random exponent. In a slight abuse of notation, let denote not a random variable but a probability (138)
Another point of view is to consider a parameter to be optimized. Again let denote the value of a parallel pair. Let us consider a single tree, conditioned on both and . When (139) is satisfied, then if for a coordinate we have , then is "good"
. The product of the marginal probabilities of these coordinates is at most , so no further coordinates will be consulted. Let denote the success probability of a single tree, conditioned over . It is at least the sum of all probabilities of 's satisfying 
